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Key objectives
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Context and timing#1

Creating a roadmap or an implementation plan for IFRS 17#2

Understanding system capabilities#4

Where companies are with IFRS 17#3

Highlight areas of uncertainty, difficulty and areas of focus#5
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Context and Timing
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What firms
can do

2018 2019 2020 2021

EU
endorsement

process

IFRS 9
(Financial
assets)

Effective
date

01/01/2021

2017

IFRS 17
(Insurance
contract liab.)

2021 IFRS 9
effective date*

IFRS 9 mandatory effective

Final IFRS17
issued in May
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Project plan

Understand the impact and
plan the project

Get
organised
and educate

Transition to the new standard

Design, implementation & remediation
Impact
assessment

Prepare
comparatives



Roadmap and implementation plan for IFRS
programs
Key phases and activities from a business architecture perspective:
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Construct
&

implement

Design

Impact Assessment
 Identify the high-level

impacts of IFRS 17
 Define the high-level

TOM, project plan

Strategy & architecture
 Define the scope of the

initiative, plan for the detailed
GAP analysis

Parallel run
 Simulation of the

P&L, OCI and
balance sheet as if
IFRS17 is already in
effect

Business as usual
 Ensure continuity

and flexibility in the
quarterly disclosure

Operate,
Review and
Deployment

High level Design
 Understand and design requirements
 Identify system capabilities to

acquire.
 Prepare detailed project plans,

resource profiles and budgets.

Construct & Test
 Build and test the

changes to the TOM

Transition
 Adjust the opening

balance sheet of the
comparative period
disclosed
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Detailed Design
 Business requirements

specification
 Functional & technical

design specification

Strategy
&

Assess



What may change under IFRS 17?

Significant financial and operational changes under IFRS 17

Processes, data and
systems

• Reserving processes and link between IFRS and Solvency II
reserving processes may need to change

• Insurers will need to capture and store significantly more data

Financial performance

What investors will read
about the company

• Detailed disclosures including confidence level of reserves and
analyses of change will be required

Finance, actuarial and
risk functions

• Training will be essential
• Greater collaboration, understanding, knowledge

sharing will be required across the organisation

How companies
measure and
remunerate staff

• Management Information

Reserving philosophy
and approach

• How insurers measure their liabilities
• Treatment of reserve margins
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• Balance sheet and income statement
• Emergence of profit over time
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Accordingly, IFRS 17 impacts most aspects
of the systems architecture

Reconciliations, controls, workflow and process automation

Source data

Reinsurance
treaties

Other (FX, ESG
and experience)

Policy admin

Claims admin

Commissions
management

Cash admin (inc
AR, AP) and

bank

Investment
management
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Modelling

Stochastic
models

GRC
Systems

ALM
modelling

Risk
aggregation

Reporting, KPIs and analytics

Disclosure
management

FP&A

Self-service

Insurance accounting
(sub ledger)

Investment
accounting
(sub ledger)

Tax

General ledger
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Actuarial
and risk
applications

Finance systems

E
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Accounting
rules

engine

Non-Life
modelling

XBRL/iXBRL

Data warehousing and
aggregation

Historical data

Assumptions
and

run parameters

Actuarial calcs
and aggregation

Finance calcs
and aggregation

Cash flow model
output

Risk calcs and
aggregation

In force data

Other internal
data

E
T
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Consolidation User driven analyticsStatic reports
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Certain system capabilities are required to deliver a compliant IFRS 17 system architecture
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Where companies are with IFRS 17

Many large insurers have begun to assess the expected IFRS 17 impact over the last few
months

Key observations:

• Solvency II – Will continue to keep many finance and actuarial teams busy through 2017

• Early identification of potential impact of IFRS 17 allows improved management of interactions across enterprise wide project portfolio

• IT complexity – Significant lead times required to implement an automated solution by go-live

• Need to focus on designing end state solution but don’t overlook transition.

• IFRS 17 creates opportunity to optimize finance, actuarial and potentially risk operating model

• IFRS capability – Limitations in team capability and insight
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IFRS – Global Insurer position
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Group-wide
technical gap
assessment

Group-wide
systems and
data gap
assessment

High level
design
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Review and
Deployment
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Market assessment system architecture
plans
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Key observations

• Many companies will leverage the
existing actuarial models for IFRS 17.

• Companies with ‘Big Data’ capability in-
house are considering how to leverage
this for Actuarial and Risk purposes.

Data integration

Data warehouse

Actuarial models

CSM engine

Consolidation
and disclosures

FP&A and BI

Reconciliations,
controls etc.

Data Lake

Reuse existing Modernised
platform

New
solution
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Existing technologies are being reused to support IFRS 17
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Companies are also looking to external
vendors to provide some functionality

Decisions around group vs business unit, buy vs build and the IT operating model remain
regardless of vendor selected.

Systems implementation
• Most vendors are reconsidering their IFRS 17 offering, including what they do
• Most vendors who are building IFRS content are still in development

Financial reporting and Disclosure
• The prime focus at the moment is on system architecture and not on planning processes or

management reporting and analysis

Collaboration
• Specifically for IFRS 17, no vendor can provide a complete end-to-end solution that is from admin

solutions to reporting
• A number of vendors are collaborating to accommodate insurers needs.

Solution development
• A few are developing solutions for CSM, amortisation and storage of results and inputs.
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Challenges already identified by early IFRS
17 movers
Financial and operational implications of adoption will vary by insurer and operations within.

Areas already identified by early IFRS 17 movers include the following:

• Length of implementation project required

• Challenges to year end reporting timetables

• Data collection and storage

• System implications across wider Group and local function

• Lack of knowledge and lack of certainty over interpretation

• Resource planning

• Other areas of the business will be impacted such as product design, remuneration
policies and business planning.

• Managing market expectations before and after adoption will be crucial.

• Informing policy choices and options
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Key lessons learned from Solvency II
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Issue Impact Lessons learned

Cost of
implementation

Insurers spent $billions on
implementation

Important to plan in detail, work from known
requirements, and to align development to other
changes

Impact on
regulatory
position

Significant impacts for some No transitional measure for IFRS – understanding
transition is key

Impact on market
perception

Solvency II is now the key
metric of focus, some firms
managed messages

Understand the story early

Organisational
change

Solvency II formalised risk
management and ownership
of model

IFRS will require further alignment of finance,
actuarial and risk – from training to increased
analysis

Approach to
transformation

Many companies did not
complete the transformation
journey

Opportunity to design and implement processes and
systems that drive business performance and reduce
complexity



Summary
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Significant market activity for IFRS 17 in the past few months

Certain system capabilities are required to deliver a compliant IFRS 17 system
architecture

A number of challenges from early IFRS 17 movers have already been identified.
Insurers need to leverage lessons learned from Solvency II and from early movers
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Insurers need to get organised to avoid potential pitfalls and prepare for the
challenges and changes required under IFRS 17

Vendors currently offer various solutions to deal with the key business
requirements that IFRS 17 brings
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The views expressed in this presentation are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not
endorse any of the views stated, nor any claims or representations made in this presentation and accept no responsibility or liability
to any person for loss or damage suffered as a consequence of their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation made
in this presentation.

The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to
provide actuarial advice or advice of any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual
situations. On no account may any part of this presentation be reproduced without the written permission of the IFoA or the authors.

Questions Comments
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